Are Updated Labor Law Posters Displayed in Your Locations?

Eliminate the compliance challenges of following up with hundreds of locations, never knowing whether posters were displayed, with PosterCheck®.

This poster display verification solution tells you whether posters are displayed in your locations, increasing visibility and minimizing the costs of reordering posters, while giving you peace of mind that your locations are compliant.

Protect Your Posting Compliance Investment

PosterCheck is a supplemental feature of the GovDocs Update Program. With it, posters ship to locations with a removable PosterCheck code, which is scanned with a mobile device or entered online once the poster is on the wall.

With the Postings Dashboard, you have a real-time snapshot of your locations’ status: a green check indicates the poster is up; a red X, the poster isn’t displayed.

In addition, you also have access to the PosterCheck codes in the Postings Dashboard in case you need to change a location’s display status.